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INTRODUCTION

TBX1 (UNIPROT: O43435) is a member of the evolu-

tionary conserved family of T-box transcription factors,1

which can act as gene enhancer or repressor and are cru-

cial in a wide variety of developmental processes in ani-

mals from humans to nematodes.2 T-box proteins have a

typical molecular weight of 50–78 kDa and are character-

ized by the presence of a conserved DNA-binding do-

main, called T-box domain (typically 17–26 kDa). Other

domains, such as transcriptional modulating (activating

or repressing) domains and nuclear localization motifs

are also found in all T-box proteins, although they bear

little to no sequence homology.3 The biological impor-

tance of these genes is highlighted by the fact that muta-

tions often lead to developmental defects in tissues where

they are normally expressed: TBX3 mutations lead to

ulnar-mammary syndrome and TBX5 mutations to Holt-

Oram syndrome (failure of heart development).4 In ver-

tebrates, the T-box proteins can be further classified in

five subfamilies: T (Xbra), TBX1, TBX2, TBX6, and TBR

subfamilies.5 A subset of T-box proteins (TBX1-5,

TBX18, and TBX20) are tightly regulated spatially and

temporally in developing cardiac structures.3 Although,

these T-box proteins can have overlapping expression

patterns, each gene has been shown to play an important

role in cardiogenesis.5

The gene locus for protein TBX1 in humans is on

22q11.2 (chromosome 22). This is the region of a com-

mon mutation (named 22q11.2 deletion syndrome or

CATCH22 syndrome) characterized by a deletion of 3

Mb of DNA leading to the phenotype of the DiGeorge

syndrome (DGS). DGS affects about one in 4000 births

and afflicted babies are born with a variety of different

problems, some or all of which may be present to vary-

ing degrees. Characteristic signs and symptoms may

include thymus and parathyroid defects, facial dysmor-

phism, pharyngeal insufficiency, congenital heart malfor-

mations, and childhood schizophrenia.6,7 The cardiac

malformations are the major cause of morbidity and

mortality in DGS patients.8 A high mutation rate in the

TBX1 gene has been observed in DGS patients without

the 3 Mb deletion on chromosome 22,9 leading to the

hypothesis that mutated TBX1 is the major determinant

of DGS.

The T-box domain of T-box proteins binds to a spe-

cific DNA consensus sequence TCACACCT, the T-box

binding site. Recognition of this site is essential for T-

box proteins function but controversy remains in defin-

ing the details of the interaction mechanism with DNA.

SELEX-experiments have revealed that T-box proteins
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differ in their preference for consensus motifs in vitro:

TBX5 and TBX20 have been reported to display preferen-

ces for a single consensus motif,10 whereas Xbra and

vegT prefer bind paired sites of consensus sequence.

These two proteins are selective for different arrangement

and spacing of the paired consensus motifs: Xbra would

be specific to a head-to-head motif whereas VegT would

only bind tail–tail motifs.11 The relevance in vivo of pal-

indromic sequence has been however questioned as only

half-sites have been identified in natural promoters.

So far, three T-box proteins atomic structures have

been determined by X-ray crystallography: Xbra,12

TBX3,13 and TBX5.14 Xbra and TBX3 were cocrystal-

lized with an in vitro selected palindromic DNA, whereas

TBX5 was crystallized in both apo form and bound to a

single natural T-box binding site. In the work presented

here, we have determined the structure of the T-box do-

main of human TBX1 in complex with a palindromic

DNA at 2.6 Å resolution. The structure provides molecu-

lar insights into the interaction mechanism of TBX1 with

DNA and allows the interpretation of point mutations

H194Q and F148Y that have been identified to affect

TBX1 function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Expression and purification of TBX1 T-box
domain

The cDNA coding for an N-terminal histidine tag

fused to the human T-box domain (residues 109–297)

was synthesized and codon optimized for E. coli expres-

sion. The restrictions site NdeI and XhoI were respec-

tively added at the 50 and 30 extremities of the fusion

gene to enable its insertion in the pET-30a vector

(Novagen). The pET-30a-Tbox vector was transformed

into Rosetta (DE3) pLysS cells for protein expression and

bacterial growth was carried out at 378C in Luria Broth

(LB) supplemented with 50 lg/mL21 kanamycin until

the absorbance at 600 nm reached 0.7. Induction was

triggered with 1 mM isopropyl b-D-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) and protein expression was carried over for 16 h

at 208C. The cells were collected by centrifugation and

resuspended in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 500

mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, and 0.2% (v/v) Tween-20

prior cell disruption by sonication. The lysate was clari-

fied by centrifugation and the supernatant was applied

onto a Ni21-charged chelating column equilibrated with

lysis buffer without Tween-20. The protein was eluted

using a linear imidazole (MP Biomedicals) gradient (10–

500 mM). Fractions containing the T-box domain were

pooled for a size exclusion purification step using a 16/

60 S75 column (GE Healthcare) in a buffer containing 20

mM Tris pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT. Finally,

the T-box domain was concentrated to 20 mg/mL and

snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen for long term storage.

Crystallization and structure determination

The synthetic oligonucleotide 50-AATTTCACACCTA
GGTGTGAAATT-30 (1 lM scale synthesis, Eurofins MWG

Operon) containing the palindromic T-box motif sequence

was self-annealed in the presence of 1 mM MgCl2 in a

heat block by slow cooling from 1008C to room tempera-

ture. The oligonucleotide was not further purified after

annealing. TBX1 and the annealed oligonucleotide were

mixed in a 1:1.2 ratio, respectively and the complex was

used at 4 mg/mL for crystallization experiments. Initial

crystallization trials were performed by the sitting-drop

vapor-diffusion method at 292 K using several Hampton

and Emerald kits with a Cartesian technologies pipetting

robot setting up 100 1 100 nL drops in Greiner 96-well

plates.15 Small crystals appeared within a day in 5% (w/

v) Polyethylene Glycol 6000 and 100 mM Citrate pH 5.

X-ray diffraction data to 2.6 Å were collected at the

microfocus beamline I24 of the Diamond Light Source

(Didcot, UK). Diffraction data was indexed, integrated,

scaled, and reduced with XIA2.16 In the highest resolu-

tion shell, where the resolution limit cut-off was chosen

so that I/rI >2, the redundancy is >6.4 and the Rmerge

is accordingly high (>94%). The space group was

P212121 (unit cell parameters a 5 71.4, b 5 92.7, c 5
101.0 Å, and a 5 b 5 g 5 908) with two T-box mole-

cules and one double stranded DNA in the asymmetric

unit. Detailed X-ray data collection statistics are given in

Table I.

The structure was solved by molecular replacement

with MOLREP17 using a Xbra monomer bound to half

site DNA (PDB code 1XBR) as search template. The

identified solution was then subjected to rounds of

manual rebuilding with the program COOT18 and NCS

restrained refinement with AUTOBUSTER19 to give final

Table I
Data Collection and Refinement Statistics

Data collection
Space group P212121
Unit cell dimensions (�,8) a 5 71.4, b 5 92.7, c 5 101.0,

a 5 b 5 g 5 90
Resolution (�) 71.4–2.6 (2.64–2.58)
Completeness (%) 98.8 (99.8)
Redundancy 6.4 (6.4)
<I/sigI> 11.9 (2.3)
Rmerge (%) 8.9 (94.7)

Refinement
Resolution (�) 68.3–2.6
Number of reflections
(measured/unique)

137,384/21,470

Rwork/Rfree (%) 20.1/22.4
r.m.s.d. bond (�) 0.008
r.m.s.d. angle (8) 1.1
Mean B-factors/Wilson plot (�2) 70.1/79.4
Ramachandran plot (%):
favored/allowed/ outliers

98.1/100/0

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.
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Rwork and Rfree of respectively 20.1% and 22.4%. The

final structure was validated with MOLPROBITY20 and

deposited with the structure factors in the protein data

bank under accession number 4a04.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overall fold and dimerization interface

The T-box domain of TBX1 is composed of a seven-

stranded b-barrel domain core related to an s-type im-

munoglobulin fold,21 and closed by a smaller b-pleated
sheet [Fig. 1(A,B)]. As previously defined for Xbra,12,13

one sheet is composed of strands A, B, and E, whereas

the other comprises strands C, C0, F, and G and two

other smaller b-sheets (c0cfg and ee0b) close the b-barrel
toward the DNA. Helices are found between b-strands
and at the C-terminus part of the T-box where helix 3

and 4 are perpendicular to each other and in contact the

DNA [Fig. 1(A,B)].

The fold of the T-box domain of TBX1 is very similar

to the previously determined T-box structures. TBX1 can

be superimposed on Xbra, TBX3, and TBX5 with respec-

tive Ca rmsd of 0.95, 0.97, and 0.84 Å over 171, 180,

and 168 residues [Fig. 1(C)]. Structural comparison of

TBX1 with other T-box proteins highlights the insertion

of two serines between b-strands c and c0, which elon-

gates the loop between them. The major difference lies

however in the ‘‘dimerization’’ interface where the length

and conformation of the region between b-strands F and

G varies greatly [Fig. 1(C)]. The sequence of this region

is poorly conserved between T-box proteins and it is one

residue longer in TBX1 (ca. 248–254) when compared to

TBX5, three compared to TBX3 and seven compared to

Xbra [Fig. 1(D)]. This region adopts a 310 helical confor-

mation in the structure of TBX3 (ca. 239–245) and an

extended loop conformation in Xbra (ca. 173–177) with

well defined electron density in both cases. In TBX5 this

region (ca 190–195) is structurally ill defined with poor

electron density visible in either DNA bound or apo

structures. In the TBX1 structure presented in this work,

the loop between b-strands F and G is only clearly

defined in one monomer (b) while no contacts are

achieved between monomers [Fig. 1(B)]. It was previ-

ously proposed that the order observed in the ‘‘dimeri-

zation’’ region in Xbra and TBX3 is induced by their

positions on the palindromic DNA, while the absence of

such restraints in TBX5 (which is bound to a natural

half-palindromic site) allows greater conformational flexi-

bility. It emerges from our structure that in TBX1 the

‘‘dimerization’’ region is mobile even when bound to a

DNA bearing the palindromic sequence. We can conclude

that this region, where the greatest structural variability

amongst T-box domains is observed, is inherently flexible

and is probably a protein–protein interaction module

specially adapted for each T-box protein.

The arrangement of the two monomers on the palin-

dromic DNA duplex in TBX1 is distinct from the one

observed in Xbra or TBX3. It was previously proposed

that the relative orientations of the two monomers are

also dictated by their underlying position on the palin-

dromic DNA. This appears not be the case as TBX1 was

crystallized on the identical palindromic DNA sequence

of Xbra, yet it displays a different monomer–monomer

orientation.

Understanding the oligomeric state of the T-box pro-

teins is an important question for this family of tran-

scription factor as it directly affects the DNA binding

mode. The biological relevance of the dimerization of

T-box proteins remains controversial. In absence of

DNA, TBX5 crystallizes as a monomer, while in pres-

ence of the half-site palindromic DNA it crystallizes as a

dimer (interface area 821.5 Å2), arguably a crystallo-

graphic artefact dictated by a disulfide bond. It was pro-

posed that Xbra binds a palindromic DNA duplex as

dimer12; although, the dimer interface is only of

210 Å2. The structure of TBX3 bound to a different pal-

indromic DNA duplex suggested that TBX3 binds DNA

as two monomers13 as their contact areas is only of

185 Å2. In the structure of TBX1 presented in this

study, no density is observed for the ‘‘dimerization’’

loop in monomer (a) and the interface area is very

small (40 Å2). If monomer (b) were to be superimposed

on monomer (a) to reconstitute a dimer with two

ordered loops, no clashes would be observed but the

resulting protein–protein interface would be still too

small (140 Å2) to constitute a biologically relevant pro-

tein interface. This leads to conclude that like TBX3,

TBX1 binds DNA as two monomers and that the

dimers are only kept in register by the DNA. A sum-

mary of dimer interface areas and solvation energy gains

upon dimerization for the available T-box structures is

presented in Table II.

A clear picture is now emerging from the structural

comparison of several T-box proteins bound to DNA: the

dimer interfaces are usually small, their quaternary struc-

ture is variable and the sequence underlying the domains

responsible for dimerization is not conserved.

DNA binding

DNA is recognized through its major and minor

grooves as previously described for the other T-box pro-

teins (Xbra, TBX3, and TBX5). Only few residues are

directly involved in DNA binding. In the major groove

the only contact is achieved by arginine 137 (R137) with

nitrogen N7 and oxygen O20 of the guanine of base pair

5 [Fig. 2(A)]. Nonspecific protein-DNA phosphate back-

bone interactions are made through hydrogen bonding

with polar residues belonging to the sheets bee0 and

c0cfga.

Structure of the DNA-Bound TBX1 T-Box Domain
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Figure 1
TBX1 T-box structure, structural and sequence alignment with other T-box proteins. (A, B) Cartoon representation of the TBX1-DNA complex in

orthogonal views. TBX1 is in yellow (monomer ‘‘a’’ light yellow, monomer ‘‘b’’ dark yellow), DNA is in blue (C) Structural superimposition of

TBX1 (dark yellow), TBX3 (green, PDB:1H6F), TBX5 (blue, PDB:2X6U), and T (magenta, PDB:1XBR) in ribbon representation. The thickness of

the coil is proportional to the b factor of the residue (D) Sequence alignment of TBX1 and its homologs (TBX1 TBX2, TBX3, TBX4, TBX5, and

T). The residue numbers are shown for TBX1, with first and last residues shown for other TBX1 homologs per alignment row. The secondary

structure of TBX1 is shown in dark yellow. Residues marked with filled rectangles are those found at the protein-DNA interface. Groups of residues

marked with hexagon outlines are found at the dimer interface between T-box protein monomers. Residues marked with triangles show common

point mutations implicated in diseases. Marked residues are color-coded for each T-box homologs (TBX1, dark yellow; TBX2, pink; TBX3, green;

TBX4, light blue; TBX5, dark blue; T, magenta).
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C-terminal helices H3 and H4 which are forming a he-

lix-turn-helix motif recognize the DNA through its minor

groove. The contacts involved are hydrogen bonding by

tyrosine 276 (Y276) and asparagine 289 (N289) and

hydrophobic interactions with the phenylalanine 291 and

295 (F291 and F295). Previous comparison of the DNA-

bound and -unbound TBX5 structures showed that helix

H4 is either flexible or unwinds in the absence of DNA.

Helix H4 was therefore deemed essential for protein-

DNA complex formation and the correct orientation of

the transactivation domain downstream the T-box do-

main.14 In the TBX5 structure, the DNA used for crys-

tallization corresponds to a single half-site but the bind-

ing mode is very similar to the half-site of palindromic

DNA used for TBX1, TBX3, and Xbra, confirming the in

vivo relevance of the binding of T-box domain on the

half-sites of palindromic sequences.14

To allow direct comparison of the DNA binding

modes, we cocrystallized TBX1 with the same 24 bp pal-

indromic DNA previously used to cocrystallize Xbra. The

comparison shows that TBX1 and Xbra bind DNA in a

similar way, when compared to TBX3 bound to a differ-

ent palindromic DNA sequence. Interestingly, arginine

130 in TBX3 (equivalent to R137 in TBX1) does not con-

tact the guanine base in monomer (b) which could

explain the bend observed in the DNA, absent in the

Xbra and TBX1 structures.

Analysis of pathogenic TBX1 point
mutations

Two point mutations in the T-box domain of TBX1

have been found to disrupt its function: histidine 194

mutation to glutamine (H194Q) and phenylalanine 148

mutation to tyrosine (F148Y).

Figure 2
TBX1 T-box-DNA interactions. (A) Map of the DNA showing one half of the palindrome visible in the TBX1 crystal structure, contrasting

interactions found in currently determined T-box protein structures. Residues of TBX1 or its homologs are shown interacting using lines with the

DNA backbone atoms or specific bases. Each interaction line displays four boxes representing T-box homologs (TBX1, dark yellow; TBX3, green;

TBX5, dark blue; and T, magenta), which are crossed out if there is no equivalent interaction found in that homolog. Residue names displayed are

for TBX1 residues where possible except for Met69 (Xbra protein only). The size of the residue name text correlates with the proportion of the side

chain surface involved in the interaction with DNA. (B) Cartoon representation of the TBX1-DNA complex highlighting the location of mutations

H194Q and F148Y.

Table II
Summary of Dimer Interface Areas Dimensions and Solvation Energy

Gain upon Dimerization

Dimer interface
areaa (�2)

Solvation energy
gainb (kcal/mol)

TBX1 39.9 1.6
TBX3 (PDB:1HF6) 185.2 21.6
Xbra (PDB:1XBR) 209.7 24.2
TBX5 (PDB:2X6V) 821.5 213.9

aInterface area in Å2, calculated as difference in total accessible surface areas of

isolated and interfacing structures divided by two.
bThe solvation free-energy gain upon formation of the interface, in kcal/M is

calculated as difference in total solvation energies of isolated and interfacing

structures.
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The H194Q mutation has been found in patients pre-

senting Shprintzen syndrome (velocardio facial). It is

clear from our structure that H194, which sits on an

extended strand, is neither involved in DNA binding nor

dimer formation [Fig. 2(B)]. In previous studies, the his-

tidine to glutamine mutation was thought to create a

novel hydrogen bond to the carbonyl oxygen of glycine

227 (G227), which would in turn stabilize the fold of the

protein.22 It is unlikely that the mutation plays a role in

the formation of a new intra-molecular hydrogen bond

as histidine and glutamine residues have approximately

the same length and both have a nitrogen atom in their

side chain to contact the G227 carbonyl. On the other

hand, following the mutation to glutamine the solvent

accessibility of the residue is predicted to increase going

from buried to partially accessible; the mutation is there-

fore likely to stabilize the fold of the protein.

The F148Y mutation was found in patients diagnosed

with conotruncal anomaly face syndrome,23 one of the

various phenotypes of DGS. Since, F148 is located in the

conserved T-box domain this mutation was thought to

impair either DNA binding or dimerization. Analysis of

our structure reveals that F148 is not located at the DNA

or dimerization interface, but is in fact exposed at the

surface of the protein. As exposed hydrophobic residues

are usually very good candidates for protein interaction

we propose that this amino-acid is involved in the inter-

action with a different protein partner.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary we report the crystal structure of the

T-box domain of TBX1, a key transcription factor in

cardiogenesis whose mutations can cause dramatic physi-

cal abnormality. The structure of TBX1 bound to a palin-

dromic DNA reveals that its T-box domain binds DNA

as two distinct monomers whose relative orientation is

unique when compared to other T-box proteins and

whose contacts with DNA are dictated by the underlying

sequence. Finally, analysis of the TBX1 structure has

allowed a better mechanistic understanding of two clini-

cally relevant mutations.
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